
 

   
 Believing, Achieving and Succeeding Together 

 

Home learning 

Date:             

 

Friday – 15th January 2021 

 

Year group:        

 

Nursery – Mowgli and 

Baloo Class 
 

 

Good morning everyone!  

Week 2 of home learning done. Once again, thank you to everyone 

who has sent in and shared learning/family adventures that have 

been taking place at home.  

The video messages that your children have sent me are very special and I know 

how much love and effort go into them. Thank you for these! 

I have had a few parents ask about phonics and if this is something that I could 

start doing, such as weekly lessons.  

To feedback on this question, I typically start Phase 2 phonics in Spring 2, which is 

next half term. We learn 1 sound a week and this is done in a very informal, fun 

manner. Nursery children are not expected to enter Reception knowing their 
sounds, so if your child is accessing phonics by the end of nursery, they are ahead 

of what they need to know. In saying this, I will also teach to the child’s needs and 
many of my nursery children access phonics in Spring 2 or beyond. As much as I 
hope things are back to normal by next term, if not, I will continue to deliver my 

curriculum, as I would if your child was in school.  

Thank you for being so committed to your child’s progress. It’s been fantastic 

reading my 2nd questionnaire and reading skills/things that your child has learnt 
with you at home.  

Enjoy your weekend! ~ Mrs Maw x 

Please remember to email me at nursery@barnehurstfederation.co.uk if you have 

any questions or concerns.  
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Core text: 
Today we will be 

reading the following 
story. Mighty Mo -  

written by Alison Brown  

 

 
Parents – Please click on this link 

https://youtu.be/Sl7hd5lSSEk to listen to me read the story, as 

well as questions that I ask throughout the book. 
 

Stop the story along the way to discuss the questions with 
your child, allowing them time to process the question and 

then answer in a full sentence. If you notice that they are not 

understanding the question, repeat it and then explain in 
more detail in order for them to understand. 

 

 
 

Activity: 

 
Can you draw/create a big balloon and a small balloon onto a piece of 
paper? You could also make two sorting hoops out of string or by using a 

hoop. Discuss the size difference with your adults. Now can you go around 

your home and find some big objects and some small objects, placing them into the correct 
balloon. Once you’ve completed this, have a go at carrying out careful counting 

with your objects. How many did you have? Can you challenge yourself and try 

and write the number down. If you need help, ask your adult.   

 

Craft suggestion:  
 
Can you design and make your very own superhero mask? This could be similar to 

your favourite superhero, such as batman, hulk, 
Spiderman etc. or you could design your own one. 
                 What will your superhero name be?  
https://www.papertraildesign.com/incredibles-free-printable-

superhero-masks/?cli_action=1610632322.509 

This link has templates for you to print off, you may have 

to scroll a bit down the page to find the link.  
Happy creating!  
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This week’s home learning focus is:   
 

Holding a pencil correctly - a 
tripod grip 

 
• Don’t force your child to choose a hand if 

they still swap hands 

• Encourage them to hold their pencil correctly 

each time they mark make  

• Praise  them for remembering the correct grip 

• You may have to keep reminding them. They will eventually remember, don’t 

worry! 
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